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We present a novel approach to developing an

end-to-end learning framework to segment and

classify major regions of a scientific document.

We consider scientific document layout analysis

as an object detection task over digital images,

without any additional text features that need to

be added into the network during the training

process. Our technical objective is to implement

transfer learning via fine-tuning of pre-trained

networks and thereby demonstrate that this deep

learning architecture is suitable for tasks that lack

very large document corpora for training ab initio.

As part of the experimental test bed for empirical

evaluation of this approach, we created a merged

multi-corpus data set for scientific publication

layout detection tasks. Our results show good

improvement with fine-tuning of a pre-trained base

network using this merged data set, compared to

the baseline convolutional neural network

architecture.

Abstract

➢ Use two-stage object detection framework

➢ Use pre-trained VoVnet-v2 [1] on MS COCO dataset as backbone for feature extraction

• Better performance – aggregate concatenation feature only once in last feature map

• Residual connection enables to train deeper networks

• Squeeze-and-Excitation (eSE) attention module improves feature extractor

performance

➢ Use K-means to select Anchors aspect ratio

• Analyze distribution bounding box sizes-based ground truth synthesis dataset

• Use K-means cluster anchor box selection to get aspect ratios for different blocks

ranging from 0.1 to 4.0

Methodology

We use IoU (intersection of unit) to evaluate our model on two dataset with

different methodologies

➢ Data set1(D1): original data set [2] - 600 image for training, 222 images

for testing

➢ Data set2(D2): synthesis data set - 1225 images for training, 325

images for testing

Results

➢ Unstructured scientific literature contains huge

valuable information

➢ Rate of published scientific literature is

growing rapidly into huge data set

➢ Lack of metadata information extraction for

existing tools, e.g., OCR

➢ Scientific literature layout detection presents a

solution of automatic construction of large

corpus for downstream tasks of NLP

➢ Consider scientific literature layout detection

(SLLD) as object detection task of computer

vision

➢ Present novel approach to detect the main

regions of scientific articles, and output blocks

and their corresponding labels

➢ Create synthesis dataset for scientific

literature documents layout detection (SLLD)

task

Introduction

We introduce a novel end-to-end learning and vision-based framework. The

major regions in scientific literature documents will be detected through the

model which is trained by our framework. This model not only detects text

regions but also figures and tables. Our approach is easy to adapt and

implement for a broad range of scientific literature formats and domains,

since it does not require extraction of additional features. We also created a

merged multi-corpus data set for scientific publication layout detection

tasks.
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Synthesis dataset

We propose synthesis dataset to relieve imbalance issue with merged three dataset together

➢ Region annotations dataset – 822 images from 100 PDF scientific literature [2]

➢ ICDAR-2013 – 150 table images from 76 PDF documents [3]

➢ GROTOAP- 113 annotated PDF scientific literature [4]

Final synthesis dataset

➢ 1550 images from 363 PDF documents

➢ Convert these images to fixed size – 612 x 729 at 200 dpi

Scientific literature layout detection framework

Instances comparison between region annotations dataset and our dataset by labels

Overall comparison among SLLD results (%) with different methodologies and 

data set at IoU = 0.5:0.05:0.95

Conclusion


